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US 7,493,526 B2 
1. 

SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR SUPPORTING 
DEBUGGING OF HOST CHANNEL 

ADAPTERS IN A LOGICAL PARTITIONING 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Technical Field 
The present invention relates in general to the field of data 

processing systems. More particularly, the present invention 
relates to the field of implementing data processing systems 
in a logical partitioning environment. Still more particularly, 
the present invention relates to a system and method for 
Supporting debugging of host channel adapters in a logical 
partitioning environment. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
InfiniBand was originally envisioned as a comprehensive 

“System Area Network' that would connect CPUs and pro 
vide all high speed I/O for “back-office' applications. In this 
role it would potentially replace just about every datacenter 
I/O standard including peripheral component interconnect 
(PCI) and various networks like Ethernet. Instead, all of the 
CPUs and peripherals would be connected into a single pan 
datacenter switched InfiniBand fabric. This vision offered a 
number of advantages in addition to greater speed, not the 
least of which is that I/O workload would be largely lifted 
from computer and storage. In theory, this should make the 
construction of clusters much easier, and potentially less 
expensive, because more devices could be shared and they 
could be easily moved around as workloads shifted. Propo 
nents of a less comprehensive vision saw InfiniBand as a 
pervasive, low latency, high bandwidth, low overhead inter 
connect for commercial datacenters, albeit one that might 
perhaps only connect servers and storage to each other, while 
leaving more local connections to other protocols and stan 
dards such as PCI. 
A host channel adapter (HCA) provides a computer system 

with a port connection with other InfiniBand devices. The 
port may be coupled to another HCA, a target device, or an 
InfiniBand switch fabric that redirects data among the com 
ponents of the computer system. 
A HCA adapter includes resources and controls that affect 

the adapter as whole and a pool of resources with their cor 
responding controls that can be allocated to different operat 
ing system (OS) images in a logical partitioning environment. 
One of the adapter-wide resources offered is a facility to 
generate traces. Since the adapter may be shared by more than 
one OS image, only the hypervisor is allowed access and 
control over the adapter's trace facility. Therefore, there is a 
need for a system and method for presenting the adapters 
tracing capabilities to an OS image for debug Support. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention includes a A method, system, and 
computer-usable medium for Supporting debugging of host 
channel adapters in a logical partitioning environment. In a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention, a hypervisor 
acquires control of a trace facility and sets trace parameters 
for the host channel adapter. In response to determining a 
trace event that matches said trace parameter has been trig 
gered, the hypervisor retrieves trace information from a 
buffer. In response to determining the buffer does not include 
any more trace information, the hypervisor determines if 
modification of the trace parameters is required. If the modi 
fication of the trace parameters is required, the hypervisor 
alters the trace parameters in anticipation of another trace 
event. 
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2 
The above, as well as additional purposes, features, and 

advantages or the present invention will become apparent in 
the following detailed written description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

The novel features believed characteristic of the invention 
or set forth in the appended claims. The invention itself, 
however, as well as a preferred mode of use, further purposes 
and advantages thereof, will best be understood by reference 
to the following detailed description of an illustrative 
embodiment when read in conjunction with the accompany 
ing figures, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an InfiniBand system 
in which a preferred embodiment of the present invention 
may be implemented; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram depicting an exemplary central 
processor complex in which a preferred embodiment of the 
present invention may be implemented; and 

FIG.3 is a high-level logical flowchart diagram illustrating 
an exemplary method for Supporting debugging of host chan 
nel adapters (HCA) in a logical partitioning environment 
according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring to FIG. 1, there is illustrated an InfiniBand sys 
tem 10 in which a preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion may be implemented. As referenced in the InfiniBand 
Architecture Specification by the InfiniBand Trade Associa 
tion, Release 1.0..a, an InfiniBand system 10 utilizes work 
queue pairs (QPs)and completion queues (CQ). QPs and CQS 
enable nodes within system 10 to communicate. For one node 
to execute an operation, the node creates a work queue ele 
ment (WQE) and places the WQE in the work queue. From 
the work queue, the work queue element is picked up by a 
channel adapter, like host channel adapter (HCA) 120. Once 
the WQE has been completed, a completion queue entry 
(COE) is created and placed on the completion queue. 
As illustrated InfiniBand system 10 includes multiple pro 

cessor nodes 100 interconnected through a fabric network 
102 to, for instance, a Storage Subsystem 104, a redundant 
array of independent disks (RAID) Subsystem 106, Consoles 
108, and multiple I/O Chassis 110 through which are con 
nected small computer system (SCSI) devices, Ethernet con 
nections, Fibre Channel (FC) Hub and FC devices, Graphics 
and Video devices. Fabric 102 includes multiple switches 112 
and routers 114 Such that messages and data may be 
exchanged over the InfiniBand system 10. Each processor 
node 100 includes one or more central processor units (CPU) 
116, a memory 118, and a Host Channel Adapter (HCA) 120. 
HCA 120 includes trace registers 124 for storing data and 

controls associated with a trace and transmit receive trace 
buffers 128a-n for buffering data from traces prior to sending 
the data to the respective requesting logical partitions 199. 

“Completion events’ include, but are not limited to, 
instances when a program-initiated work request, as identi 
fied by a work-queue entry (WOE) in a QP is completed by 
HCA 120. A completion event may be recognized and a 
completion-queue entry is recorded in the CQassociated with 
the QP. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a central processor 
complex (CPC) 200 of one of processor nodes 100 depicted in 
FIG.1. CPC 200 includes CPC memory 118 and at least one 
of the central processing units (CPUs) 116 illustrated in FIG. 
1. CPC 200 is coupled to HCA 120. Also, CPC 200 includes 
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a hypervisor 220 that divides CPC memory 118 among mul 
tiple logical partitions 198. Each logical partition 198 
includes a partition memory 199 that is part of memory 118. 
Each partition memory 199 for logical partitions 198 includes 
an operating system 201a-in. Hypervisor 220 access a trace 
facility 122 located in HCA 120, discussed herein in more 
detail in conjunction with FIG. 3. Partition memory 119 also 
includes a trace memory 126a-n, discussed herein in more 
detail in conjunction with FIG. 3. 

FIG.3 is a high-level logical flowchart diagram illustrating 
an exemplary method for Supporting debugging of host chan 
nel adapters in a logical partitioning environment according 
to a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The pro 
cess begins at step 300 and proceeds to step 302, which 
illustrates an operating system 201a-n attempting to acquire a 
tracing facility within HCA 120 (utilizing a H MANAG 
E TRACE command). 

Acquiring a tracing facility (e.g., tracing facility 122) pro 
vides access to transmit and receive buffers 128a-n of each of 
the ports in HCA 120. If tracing facility 122 is not available in 
HCA 120 when a tracing facility is being acquired by an 
operating system 201a-n, a return code is set to a “resource 
in-use” condition. If tracing facility 122 is available in HCA 
120, the tracing facility is marked as “in-use” by the logical 
partition, which includes operating system 201a-in, invoking 
the acquiring of tracing facility 120. The return code is set to 
the “successfull-completion' condition. If the tracing facility 
is not acquired, the process iterates at step 302. 

If tracing facility 120 is acquired, the process continues to 
step 304, which illustrates hypervisor 220 set tracing param 
eters utilized to specify tracing filters and events that will 
trigger or stop a trace. The process continues to step 306, 
which depicts hypervisor 220 determining if a trace event has 
been triggered. If a trace event has not been triggered, the 
process iterates at step 306. 

If a trace event has been triggered, the process continues to 
step 308, which illustrates hypervisor 220 retrieving trace 
information from HCA trace buffers 128a-n and sending the 
data to trace buffer 126 utilizing an H. GET TRACE 
BUFFER command, which retrieves either the receive or 
transmit trace buffer for the specified port and stores the 
contents in a designated storage location. In a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention, up to 4K bytes of data 
are returned until the buffer size is exceeded. Those with skill 
in the art will appreciate that the present invention may 
include any amount of data returned and is in no way limited 
to the aforementioned 4K bytes. If there are more entries 
within HCA trace buffer 128a-n to process (a return code is 
set to a “partial-trace-buffer-stored condition), the process 
returns to step 308. However, if there are no more entries 
within HCA trace buffer 128a-n to process (a return code is 
set to a 'successful completion' condition), the process con 
tinues to step 312, which depicts hypervisor 220 determining 
if another trace is to be performed. If there are no more traces 
to be performed, the process proceeds to step 320, which 
illustrates hypervisor 220 disable tracing, which is utilized to 
stop a trace or to disable a trace in preparation of a change in 
trace parameters. 

The process continues to step 322, which depicts hypervi 
sor 220 returning trace facility 122 to HCA 120. When tracing 
facility 122 is being returned, a return code is set to an 
“invalid-trace-buffer-owner condition without further pro 
cessing, if the tracing facility has not been previously 
assigned. If the tracing facility has been previously assigned 
to the logical partition invoking the return function, the trac 
ing facility assigned to the invoking logical partition is 
released and becomes available for utilization by other parti 
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4 
tions. All tracing controls in HCA 120 are cleared and the 
return code is set to a “successful completion' condition. The 
process ends, as illustrated in step 324. 

Returning to step 312, if there are more traces to be per 
formed, the process continues to step 314, which illustrates 
hypervisor 220 determining if a change in trace parameters is 
required. If a change in trace parameters is required, the 
process continues to step 316, which illustrates hypervisor 
220 disabling the tracefunction and the process returns to step 
304 and proceeds in an iterative fashion. 

Returning to step 314, if there are no changes in the trace 
parameters necessary, the process continues to step 318, 
which illustrates hypervisor 220 rearming the trace function 
and the process returns to step 308 and proceeds in an iterative 
fashion. 
As discussed, the present invention includes a A method, 

system, and computer-usable medium for Supporting debug 
ging of host channel adapters in a logical partitioning envi 
ronment. In a preferred embodiment of the present invention, 
a hypervisor acquires control of a trace facility and sets trace 
parameters for the host channel adapter. In response to deter 
mining a trace event that matches said trace parameter has 
been triggered, the hypervisor retrieves trace information 
from a buffer. In response to determining the buffer does not 
include any more trace information, the hypervisor deter 
mines if modification of the trace parameters is required. If 
the modification of the trace parameters is required, the 
hypervisor alters the trace parameters in anticipation of 
another trace event. 

It should be understood that at least some aspects of the 
present invention may alternatively be implemented in a com 
puter-usable medium that contains a program product. Pro 
grams defining functions on the present invention can be 
delievered to a data storage system or a computer system via 
a variety of signal-bearing media, which include, without 
limitation, non-writable storage media (e.g., CD-ROM), writ 
able storge media (e.g., hard disk drive, read/write CD-ROM, 
optical media), System memory such as, but not limited to 
Random Access Memory (RAM), and communication 
media, Such as computer and telephone networks including 
Ethernet, the Internet, wireless networks, and like network 
systems. It should be understood, therefore, that such signal 
bearing media when carrying or encoding computer readable 
instructions that direct method functions in the present inven 
tion, represent alternative embodiments of the present inven 
tion. Further, it is understood that the present invention may 
be implemented by a system having means in the form of 
hardware, Software, or a combination of Software and hard 
ware as described herein or their equivalent. 

While the present invention has been particularly shown 
and described with reference to a preferred embodiment, it 
will be understood by those skilled in the art that various 
changes in form and detail may be made therein without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. Further 
more, as used in the specification and the appended claims, 
the term “computer or “system” or “computer system” or 
“computing device' includes any data processing system 
including, but not limited to, personal computers, servers, 
workstations, network computers, main frame computers, 
routers, switches, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), tele 
phones, and any other system capable of processing, trans 
mitting, receiving, capturing and/or storing data. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-implementable method comprising: 
acquiring control of a trace facility for debugging a host 

channel adapter implemented in a logical partitioning 
environment; 
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setting trace parameters for said host channel adapter; 
in response to determining a trace event that matches said 

trace parameters has been triggered, retrieving trace 
information from a buffer; 

in response to determining said buffer does not contain any 
more said trace information, determining if modification 
of said trace parameters is required; 

in response to determining modification of said trace 
parameters is required, altering said trace parameters in 
anticipation of another said trace event; 

10 

6 
in response to determining modification of said trace 

parameters is not required, rearming said trace facility 
for a Subsequent trace; 

in response to determining a Subsequent trace is required, 
rearming said trace facility for said Subsequent trace; 

in response to determining a Subsequent trace is not 
required, disabling said trace facility; and 

in response to determining said trace facility is not avail 
able, returning an “in-use” condition to a logical parti 
tion invoking use of said tracing facility. 
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